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PROFILE
Cristina Morales is cultural activist – a transdisciplinary cultural practitioner
working internationally as a critical researcher, writer, curator / producer,
speaker, educator and artist at the intersection of art and politics for self and
social development. Her practice is rooted in a creative, decolonial and hence
holistic approach to activism that understands healing, health, and the
expansion of both personal and community development as a necessarily
interdependent exercise on a physical, mental, emotional, spiritual, social and
natural level. A singular cultural strategist, linking creative social practice with
decolonial theory and the full spectrum of human sciences.

PRESENT
Cristina is currently freelancing as project manager for Disability Arts Online (UK). She
is the founding curator of Counterspace, and the founding artist of Totem Taboo
(International). And she is a freelance writer on decoloniality, cultural activism, and
African/diaspora arts & culture, published by international media such as the Institute of
Contemporary Arts (London); El Mundo (Madrid); Humanities, Arts & Society (Paris); A
Beautiful Resistance (Seattle); Inhabit (Global); Ouvrage (Montreal); and Radio Africa
(Barcelona).

BACKGROUND
Growing up navigating intergenerational trauma as a first post-Franco’s-fascistdictatorship generation (preceded by the Spanish Civil War), and interested in
deepening her knowledge of human beings, she studied a BA in Sociocultural
Anthropology at the University of Barcelona. It was then when, alongside her
socially oppressed intersectional conditioning and her experience with
psychoanalysis, she started to develop her personal and political
consciousness. Driven by an INFJ-A personality type labelled as ‘idealist’ by
Jung / Briggs Myers, her boundless curiosity also had a passion for art as our
human expressive language par excellence, and as our best asset to question,
imagine, create and inhabit meaning and other realities. At a time when there
weren’t any Social Practice Art degrees in Spain, she specialised in Cultural
Production with a MA from the Open University of Catalonia, to become a sociopolitically engaged curator, writer and self-taught multidisciplinary artist,
migrating to London after finishing her academic studies.

PAST
Throughout her career, Cristina has challenged neocolonial and neoliberal
products such as the art market, gentrification, and the anthropocene (as well
as their hegemonic and intertwined social constructs such as nation, race,
class, gender, sexuality, faith and disability), producing and embodying political
and participatory arts, designing decolonial toolkits, and organising global
networks. The transdisciplinary and intersectional scope of her practice have in
the past led her to work with a range of international freelance projects as well
as private, public and non-profit organisations, covered by media such as The
Guardian, BBC News, Essence and True Africa.
These are projects and organisations using arts & culture as an agency tool to
challenge society on identity, decoloniality and community development such as
HostelArt, Ribermusica, and Interarts in Barcelona or Black Cultural Archives,
Peckham Platform, Mahogany Carnival Arts and Haringey Arts in London to
mention a few. Clients and collaborations include Extinction Rebellion (London),
Africa Utopia (London), Migrants in Culture (London), Notting Hill Carnival
(London), Fashion Revolution (Oslo), Plurality University Network (Paris),
Antiuniversity Now (London), Social Art Network (UK), Labo Ethnik (Paris), ABK
University of Art & Design (Stuttgart), Klimafestivalen (Oslo), Brighton Pride
(Brighton), Utopian Studies Society (Global), Afropunk (Paris), and Center for
Artistic Activism (New York) among many others.

CAREER TIMELINE SUMMARY
2021 Delivers first guest lecture ‘Embodying Liberation’ for ABK University of Art & Design in Stuttgart, Germany.
2021 Is awarded an artist residency at Design Science Studio, an online incubator for a global cohort of 120
revolutionary artists by Buckminster Fuller Institute in partnership with HabRitual in San Francisco, USA.
2021 Delivers ‘Cultural Activism as Counterpower’ talk for Ephemera Conference, Global.
2021 Joins Disability Arts Online as project manager fostering intersectional diversity in disability arts, UK.
2020 Joins as online bootcamper ‘Artivism & Social Movements’ and ‘Public Art & Experimental Pedagogy’
MOOC by Duke University, Durham, as well as ‘Social Psychology’ by Wesleyan Univ in Connecticut, USA.
2020 Joins as online bootcamper ‘Unified Science’ by Resonance Science Foundation in Switzerland.
2020 Delivers talks for Social Art Network on Decoloniality and Radical Imagination in London & Brighton, UK.
2020 Launches the first Decolonial Labs cycle as a monthly grassroots international forum, Global.
2020 Her poem ‘Mama’s Blues’ is published by Gods & Radicals Press in Seattle, USA.
2020 Her essay ‘The Common Thread: Art as Counterspace’ is published by Humanities, Arts & Society in Paris.
2020 Her collection of essays ‘Pandemic Trilogy’ are published by ICA, Ouvrage, Inhabit and A Beautiful
Resistance, selected by Inhabit as one of the best pandemic essays along with authors such as Naomi Klein,
in London (UK), Montreal (Canada), and Seattle (USA).
2019 Founds Counterspace, the first decolonial thinktank mapping cultural activism worldwide in London, UK.
2017 Launches the preview of ‘Space Age’, first afrofuturist and scenic collection to dress the contemporary
free jazz scene with the likes of Zap Mama & Sun Ra Arkestra, joining the nomad collective exhibition ‘Parures’
by Universal Love starting at Klimafestivalen in Oslo, and stocking Totem Taboo at Quai Branly Museum, Paris.
2016 Joins Mischief Makers Carnival Arts as costumier and performer touring UK, collaborating with Extinction
Rebellion and Brighton Pride Parade among many others.
2016 Joins Mahogany Carnival Arts as costumier & performer for the 50thanniversary of Notting Hill Carnival,
winner of 1st prize with a costume featured in page 29 of current British passport, in London, UK.
2016 Her article ‘Bronx : Africa’ is published in Radio Africa Magazine in Barcelona, Spain.
2016 Her article ‘From Roots Reggae to Dancehall in Jamaica’ is published in Wiriko in Barcelona, Spain.
2016 Joins Haringey Arts co-curating the artistic development of converted warehouses in North London, UK.
2015 Joins Black Cultural Archives and Peckham Platform as relationship & dev assistant in London, UK.
2015 Her article ‘Staying Power: Afro-British self-representation’ is published in Wiriko in Barcelona, Spain.
2014 Moves to Brixton in South London, UK.
2014 Joins Interarts as a tricontinental creative industries community organiser in Barcelona, Spain.
2014 Her article ‘Intercultural Dialogues through Art’ is published in El Mundo newspaper in Madrid, Spain.
2014 Graduates with a MA in Arts & Culture Production from Open University of Catalonia in Barcelona, Spain.
2013 Her article ‘Afro Comb: 6.000 years of culture, politics & identity’ is published in Wiriko in Barcelona, Spain.
2013 Her article ‘Echoes of Africa’ is published in the first Spanish magazine on African arts & culture: Wiriko.
2012 Starts showcasing Totem Taboo at top emerging contemporary ethnic art & design shows in Europe.
2012 Founds Totem Taboo, 1st militant fashion brand in Spain, portrayed in street art by SM172 in Barcelona.
2011 Graduates with a BA in Social and Cultural Anthropology from University of Barcelona, Spain.
2007 Joins Ribermusica as assistant curator disrupting conventional art circuits in Barcelona, Spain.
2005 Founds HostelArt, an alternative room for art & culture in Barcelona, Spain.
1981 Born in Barcelona, Spain.
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FURTHER INFO / SOCIALS + CONTACT
www.moralescristina.com
hellocristinamorales@gmail.com
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